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Master the Electric and Electronic Components that Control  Today's Air Conditioning, Heating, and Refrigeration Systems!
 Electricity and Electronics for HVAC provides an expert account of the electric and electronic components used for modern air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration systems. Packed with hundreds of detailed illustrations, this in-depth reference fully explains circuits, diagrams, digital controls, safety procedures, troubleshooting, and more.         

Written by the renowned technical authors Rex Miller and Mark R. Miller, this essential resource covers all electrical and electronic principles and applications of HVAC, including basic electricity…electric measuring instruments…control devices…heating circuits…refrigeration and freezer circuits…and other topics. Designed to build knowledge, skills, and confidence, Electricity and Electronics for HVAC features:

	Complete information on electric and electronic components for modern     HVAC systems  
	Over 345 detailed illustrations to improve technical understanding  
	Standard and SI units for all problems and worked-out equations  
	A PowerPoint presentation for classroom use


Inside this Career-Building HVAC Tool

  • Introduction to Electricity • Current, Voltage, Resistance, and Power • Resistors, Color Code, Components, and Symbols • Series and Parallel Circuits • Magnetism, Solenoids, and Relays • Electric Measuring Instruments • Electric Power: DC and AC • Inductors, Inductive Reactance, and Transformers • Capacitors and Capacitive Reactance • Single and Three-Phase Power • Solid-State Controls • AC Motors • Electrical Safety • Control Devices • Heating Circuits • AC Circuits • Refrigeration and Freezer Circuits • Troubleshooting • Controlling Electric Power for AC Units oCareers in AC and Refrigeration • Index     

       About the Author
   
Rex Miller is Professor Emeritus at  SUNY College at Buffalo, having taught there for more than  35 years. Mark Miller is Professor of Industrial  Technology at the University of Texas at Tyler.
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Challenges in Granular PhysicsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2003


	While the study of granular materials has an old and distinguished history, this

	history has only recently included large numbers of physicists. What explains the

	upsurge in the interest in the physics of granular materials over the past 15 years?

	While this is perhaps a question best left to historians or sociologists of science,...
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Smart Graphics: 9th International Symposium, SG 2008, Rennes, France, August 27-29, 2008, ProceedingsSpringer, 2008
For centuries, artists and designers have been creating communicative graphics. With the advent of new forms of media, the emergence of paradigms such as ubiquitous computing, and the rapid evolution of interaction devices, there is a continuous cycle of renewal of the technologies and methods to support artists, interaction designers and...
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Programming Lego Mindstorms with Java (With CD-ROM)Syngress Publishing, 2002
Soon after its release, the LEGO MINDSTORMS Robotics Invention System (RIS) quickly became popular not only with its initial intended audience of children aged 11 and up, but also within a community of adult LEGO robotics enthusiasts that developed and spread worldwide with significant help from the Internet. Before long, hackers had deciphered the...
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Modern Embedded Computing: Designing Connected, Pervasive, Media-Rich SystemsMorgan Kaufmann, 2012

	Modern embedded systems are used for connected, media-rich, and highly integrated handheld devices such as mobile phones, digital cameras, and MP3 players. All of these embedded systems require networking, graphic user interfaces, and integration with PCs, as opposed to traditional embedded processors that can perform only limited functions...
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Passionate & Profitable: Why Customer Strategies Fail and 10 Steps to Do Them Right!John Wiley & Sons, 2005
This book is about making the choice for the customer, making a choice
beyond the superficial slogans and choosing an operational, actionable strategy.
Our experience has shown that although companies focus their customer
programs on cross-selling and loyalty initiatives, the issue is much
more fundamental. They fail in their...
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Microsoft SharePoint Technologies : Planning, Design and Implementation (HP Technologies)Digital Press, 2004
Microsoft SharePoint Technologies: Planning, Design and Implementation provides an in-depth examination of the tasks involved in planning, designing and deploying SharePoint in your enterprise. The book examines SharePoint from the user's perspective, the administrator's perspective, and the application developer's perspective and looks at how you...
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